
PRACTICAL POINTS FOR NUCLEAR CARDIOLOGY
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Optimal SPECT processing and display: Making bad
studies look good to get the right answer

Dalia Y. Ibrahim, MD, Frank P. DiFilippo, PhD, Jeremy E. Steed, BS, CNMT, and
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Single photon emission computed tomography
ECT) perfusion imaging of the heart is a sensitive
accurate method for the detection, localization, and
stratification of patients with known or suspected
nary artery disease. However, in some situations
CT suffers from relatively poor specificity often
ed by image artifacts resulting from unique features
e patient’s body and behavior during the acquisition,
distribution of the radiopharmaceuticals outside of
heart, and technical factors associated with image
isition, processing, and display. In some situations

e problems can be fixed by reimaging, waiting for
ges in radiotracer biodistribution to occur naturally,

mpting to induce changes by manipulations such as
inistering liquids, and finally, resorting to software
essing and manipulation.1 In some patients there
be multiple problems present that interact in such a

plicated way that even Einstein could not figure the
sics. In such a situation the poor interpreting clinician
ger is lost, and reaching an accurate interpretation
mes challenging to say the least. Recognizing the
lems, knowing the effects that they will have on
resultant perfusion images, and knowing the avail-
methods of quality control and image processing to

ect the problems go a long way to improving
ificity and the overall accuracy of SPECT studies

, perhaps most importantly, knowing when to bail out
refer the patient for another study to make the

nosis.
In general, recognition and correction are of the
ost importance, and if the patient has already left the
lear laboratory and reacquiring the study is not an
on, correction is the only method available to im-
e the studies. However, these techniques are also
ul for onsite patients who cannot tolerate reimaging,
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as those with heart failure, orthopnea, back pain, or
r orthopedic problems; those with neurologic or
tal illnesses who cannot cooperate; and in rare cases,
nadequately sedated child. Recognition of problems
knowing which techniques are available and appli-
e requires interaction, cooperation, and understand-
between the technologist and the interpreting physi-

as they see the patient at different stages in
process. The first step of quality control is having the
nologists, before the patient’s departure from the
ging area, and the physician, before interpreting
perfusion slices, review the projection images in a
tinuous cine loop format. This enables the detection

otion, sources of attenuation, and extracardiac ac-
y. Next, the orientation and defined axes and borders
e heart should be carefully reviewed on the aligned

ss and rest images. Finally, the reconstructed slices
polar perfusion maps are assessed visually, semi-

ntitatively, and quantitatively.
This review will focus on the practical problems
d in Table 1 and describe how they are recognized
the methods used to overcome them to obtain

mal SPECT images and to achieve an accurate
nosis.

PATIENT MOTION

Despite advances in cardiac SPECT hardware and
ware, patient motion remains a major problem.
quirement for accurate reconstruction in SPECT is
the heart remains in a constant position for each

ection so that data are appropriately registered during
ge reconstruction. Patient motion during data acqui-
n may cause significant displacement of the heart
misregistration of projection data.2 Motion may be

ral, vertical, or rotational (twisting). It may be abrupt
radual and may occur once or multiple times. Front
prevention and recognition are done by the nuclear
icine technologist. He or she should inform the
ent of the need to hold still and take regular average-
d breaths and let the patient know that he or she is
g monitored. Every step should be taken to make the
ent comfortable and the imaging time kept as short as
ible, while still providing adequate counts.
855
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Motion-induced perfusion defects are influenced by
type, amount, timing of motion, and number of
ctor heads.3 Prigent et al4 showed that the magnitude
timing of motion are the most important factors that
rmine whether image artifacts will ensue, whereas
direction and pattern of motion determine the
tion of artifacts. Cooper et al5 found that motion
.5 pixel (3.25 mm) is usually not visually detect-
; 1 pixel (6.5 mm) of motion was recognized but
ed to be clinically insignificant, and 2 pixels (13

) of motion led to clinically significant artifacts in
of interpretations.
An example of how motion affects images is shown
igure 1. Displayed are representative slices in a

ent with normal perfusion (0 pixels). Subsequent
mns show vertical shifting of 1, 2, and 3 pixels in 32
4 projections acquired with a dual-detector system.
h a 1-pixel shift, the inferior wall on the short slice
a decrease in counts. With 2- and 3-pixel shifts, there
arked degradation of image quality on all 3 views
is most marked on the inferior wall and apex. With

ion, normal perfusion may become false ischemia if
ion was not present on the matched images.
Motion that occurs when the heart is close to the
ctor is more likely to introduce image artifacts,
use the corresponding projections have better spatial
lution and contribute more information to the final
nstructed SPECT images. The number of frames

motion also determines the magnitude of image
act; the greater the number of frames with motion,
greater the artifact.6

le 1. Common causes of cardiac SPECT image
acts

otion
Detection of motion
Correction of motion
ttenuation
Breast tissue
Diaphragm
Lateral chest wall fat
age processing and reconstruction

Selecting cardiac axes and polar map reconstruction
Selecting cardiac apex, base, and boundaries
ormalization and scaling
Narrowing upper and lower limits of reconstruction
Frame, series, and cardiac display scaling
Deletion of hot spots or extraction of heart
“Dial-a-lesion”

iltering and ramp filter artifacts
ated SPECT
ection of Motion

Inspection of the projection data in a cine loop
at is usually the best way to detect cardiac motion.

orizontal line may be placed just below the heart to
e as a frame of reference during review of the
amic cine display of the projection images. Move-
t of the heart above or below that line can be easily
cted and is indicative of abrupt vertical motion.
ree, direction, and frequency of motion can also be
ssed. This technique allows detection of abrupt
ion of several pixels but may miss gradual uniform
ion that is more difficult to identify. With dual-
ctor camera systems, such gradual motion may be
tified during cine review when the projection images

one detector are linked to the images from the
nd detector. The last projection from detector 1
s the final position of the heart, and the first

ection from detector 2 shows where the heart started.
tially, these 2 images are adjacent, but temporally,
last image from detector 1 is at the end of the
isition and the first image from detector 2 at the

inning of the acquisition. Detector or collimator
alignment or tilt may produce a similar effect and
s to be considered if the final images have motion-
artifacts but motion is not observed on the rotating

ections.
Sinograms and cyclograms are derived from the raw
ection data and are additional tools for detection of
ion. Sinograms facilitate identification of horizontal
ion, and cyclograms are more suitable for identifica-
of vertical cardiac motion. A sinogram is created by
laying projected counts for a single row over all
ection angles. For example, the fourth row of pixels
he first projection image forms the first row of the

re 1. Representative midcavity slices in a normal stress
usion study without motion (0 pixel) and subsequent
ing of 1, 2, and 3 pixels of vertical motion in 32 of 64
ired projection images. Marked abnormalities are induced
e inferior wall and apex with increasing shifting.
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th sinogram; the fourth row of pixels of the second
ection image forms the second row of this sinogram,
so on, until the fourth row of pixels of the last

ection image forms the last row of this sinogram. An
ple is shown in Figure 2. Thus the number of rows

e sinogram equals the number of projections in the
CT data set. A cyclogram is somewhat similar to a
gram, but it uses pixel columns instead of pixel rows.
grams and cyclograms with no motion appear as
oth continuous images, whereas those with motion
ear as images with breaks or discontinuities as shown
e left image of Figure 2. The middle image shows
the sinogram looks after correction, and the right

ge shows the effects of inappropriate gating. With
propriate gating, there are varying counts per pro-

ion due to beat rejection.
Neither of these displays is optimal for detecting
ual continuous motion.2 Another technique is adding
vidual planar frames to produce a summed cyclo-

image in which the heart forms a horizontal stripe
t moves from left to right across the field of view.

is particularly useful for detecting abrupt vertical
ion.1 A useful method for identification and quanti-
tion of motion with multidetector SPECT systems is
lace a point source on the patient’s chest. Chest wall
ion is detected by deviation of the point source. This
s not detect cardiac motion that is independent of
y displacement.7 Although this technique is useful, it
ldom used in clinical practice.

ct of Motion on Reconstructed Images

Motion may cause the following image artifacts on
reconstructed images: “hurricane sign,” distorted

tricular shape, and discontinuity of the ventricular
ls. The hurricane sign8—in which the left ventricle in
short-axis views resembles the National Weather
ice symbol for a hurricane—is caused by motion-

Figure 2. Examples of a sinogram in a patient with
inappropriate gating.
ced smearing of photon counts in opposing direc-
s around the left ventricle.
Distortion of the ventricle so that the heart appears
gated or tilted, discontinuities of the left ventricular
) walls at the apex, nonanatomic defects, 12- and
clock defects, and hot spots are other characteristic
erns of motion artifacts. Anteroseptal wall defects are
e frequently seen with downward motion, anterolat-
wall defects are more frequently seen with upward

ion, and inferior wall defects are usually seen with
iac bounces.4,6

tion Correction

Motion correction adjusts the projection data to
pensate for patient motion. The projections are
ted vertically in an attempt to keep the heart in an
ivalent motion-free trajectory, where the axial loca-

is constant over all angular views and where the
sverse location follows a sinusoidal path. Although
ting the projection data may compensate for transla-
al motion, it cannot handle all possible types of
ent motion (such as twisting) and is therefore only an
roximate means of motion correction. Even so, in
y cases motion correction can sufficiently compen-
for patient motion and turn a seemingly unreadable
y into a readable study.
Generally, detection and correction of axial or
ical motion are easier than those of lateral motion.
ion-correction algorithms are listed in Table 2

include cross correlation, diverging squares,
mensional fit, projection-reprojection, and manual
t approaches.3,9-12

In the cross-correlation function technique, summed
les from successive projections are compared via a
s-correlation function. The magnitude of shift in
le count distribution is measured and used to per-

motion correction on the projection data. This

n and after correction and in a patient with
motio
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hod is sensitive to sudden movement between pro-
ions but is less sensitive to gradual motion.9

The diverging-squares algorithm technique starts by
ing a rectangular region of interest (ROI) around the
t for each projection image. The algorithm then aligns
rojection images by shifting the center of the heart in
projection to follow a predetermined trajectory and

ntain a constant position throughout the entire study.10

method is also useful in correction for center-of-
tion errors.
The 2-dimensional fit method11 starts by defining a

ular ROI that encloses the whole heart in the 45° left
rior oblique projection. An x-coordinate is assigned
e center of the circle at the 0° (anterior) projection,
a y-coordinate is assigned to the center of the circle
e 90° (left lateral) projection. Then the actual patient
ection data of the x and y positions are compared
nst calculated data and adjusted for motion if needed.
The projection-reprojection technique iteratively re-

structs the heart and reprojects the image. A displace-
t vector, which maximizes agreement between the
ection and its corresponding reprojection, is calcu-
d. This vector is then used for motion correction.3

algorithm functions well with all types of motion.
Applicability of such automated algorithms may be
ted if there is considerable liver uptake, which
rferes with the detection of the myocardial borders.
uch situations the manual correction technique is
erred. A reference marker—either a rectangular ROI

ore commonly, a horizontal line—is positioned just
w the heart across a cine display of the raw data. The

rator manually shifts the individual projections to
n the heart position until the lower boundary of the
cardium lies on the reference line in consecutive
es. Most manual techniques use some type of

king, whereby regions above and below the myocar-
are digitally removed.2 Many manual interfaces for

ion correction have a feature that when the image is
ted, all subsequent images are shifted by the same
unt. This is very useful if there is a single instance of
ent motion that is maintained over the entire scan. By
ing the myocardium at the same reference point in

projection, motion is corrected. Manual motion
ection is time-consuming, and operator performance

le 2. Motion detection and correction
niques

s-correlation function
rging squares

imensional fit
ection-reprojection
ual shifting
not be consistent and reproducible, but it may be the
option available in some cases.

Evaluation of the motion-corrected images can be
ormed by visual assessment of the corrected cine
ection data and via bull’s-eye maps of the recon-
cted images to quantify residual motion artifact. On
ew of the short-axis slices and polar perfusion maps,
e results appear normal, then it is unlikely that the
inal data had true perfusion defects. However, if the
lts are still abnormal and the observer is unsure about
success of motion correction, then the study should
epeated.
Regardless of which method of motion correction is
, the corrected projection images need to be re-
ed to make certain that the correction accurately
sitioned the heart. It is best to reacquire the images
otion had been detected, but because of limited

era availability and the probability that the factors
ing motion on the first acquisition are likely to be
ent on reacquisition, in many cases software correc-
methods are used.

ATTENUATION

Attenuation of photons resulting from travel through
erent tissue densities is the most common factor
cting the quantitative accuracy and visual interpreta-
of myocardial perfusion SPECT images.13-15 Atten-

on correction methods are available by use of emis-
line sources or computed tomography transmission

. The technical aspects of these methods are beyond
scope of this review, and we will focus on the use of
projection images and gating to differentiate between
nuation, infarction, and ischemia.

ast Tissue

Breast attenuation artifacts depend on the position,
, and density of the breast, as well as the patient’s
y habitus and orientation of the heart within the
ax. In women with an average body habitus, the left
st usually overlies the anterolateral wall of the left
ithorax. In this position the anterior, anteroseptal,
anterolateral walls of the left ventricle are eclipsed

he breast. In women with large pendulous breasts, the
breast lies over the lateral chest wall and results in a
ral wall attenuation artifact. In young women with
, dense breast tissue, attenuation usually occurs in
anteroseptal wall. In women with large breasts,
breast tissue may overlie the entire left ventricle,
lting in a more diffuse and commonly less discrete
nuation artifact.1

With regard to all of the previously mentioned
acts, it is assumed that the patient is not wearing a
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and is imaged horizontally. If the patient is imaged
ny other position or is wearing a bra, attenuation
acts will be located in other portions of the heart. If
patient is imaged in a sitting or recumbent position by
of one of the new dedicated cardiac small–field-of-

cameras, a pendulous right breast may attenuate the
rior wall. Allowing patients to wear their bras causes
eater distance between the detector head and the heart
tends to place the breast in a more central position

r the heart.
The interpreting physician should always be aware

actors that may alter the position, configuration, and
sity of the breast. Breast implants and fibrosis after a
tectomy, for example, may be denser than normal
st tissue and thus accentuate attenuation artifacts.

ast attenuation may also occur in men with gyneco-
tia. This usually results in anterior wall attenuation
act.
Inspection of the rotating projection images is very
ortant for recognizing the position of the breast in
tion to the left ventricle and the density of the breast
e; any shift of the breast between stress and rest is

ortant and needs to be considered. Efforts in patient
tioning should be directed toward consistency in
st location between the stress and rest acquisitions.
use of lead or “hot” line sources to identify the

tion of the breast on a short-acquisition anterior
ge avoids much of the guesswork on where the
nuation is occurring, but because of time consider-
ns and the growing availability of attenuation correc-
methods, these are seldom used. On review of the

d images, the presence of motion and thickening
s to differentiate between attenuation and infarction.

phragm and Subdiaphragmatic Structures

The position of the left hemidiaphragm can be
tified from the left lateral or left posterior oblique

as a curvilinear region of activity representing the
hragm itself or as a photopenic defect resulting from
id, solids, or gas in the stomach. On the SPECT
ges, the inferior wall exhibits a decrease in count
sity. On gated SPECT images, defects resulting from
nuation will show normal wall motion and thicken-
16 When dual-isotope imaging is used, patients are in
ing state for the resting thallium 201 study and have
ty stomachs. After the technetium 99m stress study,
ents are often allowed to eat to stimulate liver
action and gallbladder emptying or are given liquids
ove stomach or intestinal radioactivity. This often

lts in a full stomach, and in the supine position, the
hragm is pushed upward, causing a greater degree of

nuation and the appearance of inferior ischemia
tive to the resting study. It is best to have comparable
ach distension for the rest and stress studies. If this
ot possible, one should look for photopenic defects
be aware that subtle changes in the inferior wall may
a result of a differential extent of diaphragmatic
nuation.

ral Chest Wall Fat

Lateral chest wall fat is present in obese patients of
genders and may cause an artifactual defect in the

ral wall. On the rotating projection images, the left
tricle will show markedly decreased count density in
lateral and left posterior oblique views. Such artifacts
be differentiated from scarred lateral wall by visual-
ion of normal wall motion in the gated images.
An important step in SPECT image interpretation is
alization of the rotating projection images for possi-
sources of attenuation, which can be identified and
accounted for during image interpretation and cor-

ed, if possible. There are direct and indirect ap-
ches used in daily practice to address the problem
oft-tissue attenuation, as shown in Table 3.17 The
rect approaches include the use of cine review,
trocardiography (ECG) gating, and quantitative anal-
. The more direct approach involves the creation of
ent-specific attenuation maps by use of external
onuclide sources or computed tomography.

eral Approach to Manage Attenuation

ECG-gated assessment of wall motion. Inspec-
of wall motion on ECG-gated SPECT images can be
ul in distinguishing attenuation artifact from infarc-
; if there is a corresponding regional perfusion and
l motion abnormality, the diagnosis of infarction can

ade with certainty.13 However, normal wall motion
he presence of a reversible or partially reversible
usion defect neither confirms nor disproves an atten-
on artifact, as the gated images are acquired a mini-

of 15 minutes after termination of stress, which allows
very of ischemia-induced wall motion. Furthermore,
e patients with normal wall motion and fixed perfu-

le 3. Approaches to managing SPECT
nuation

direct approaches
Cine review of projection images
ECG gating
Quantitative analysis
irect approaches (patient-specific attenuation map)
External radionuclide source systems
Computed tomography–based systems
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defects at stress and rest may have coronary artery
ase with nontransmural injury.17

Quantitation. Quantitative analysis of myocardial
usion compares a patient’s relative distribution of
er against a database of gender-matched patients with

al coronary anatomy. It was not designed to over-
e attenuation, and in fact, quantitation has not been
n to improve interpretive accuracy by visual assess-

t in obese patients.18

Direct approaches to attenuation include the use of
ent-specific transmission maps. SPECT attenuation
ection systems measure the nonhomogeneous atten-
on distribution by use of external collimated radio-
lide sources19 or x-ray computed tomography with
rid systems.20 High-quality attenuation maps are essen-
for accurate attenuation correction. Attenuation maps of

quality are characterized by high count density, min-
l or no truncation of the transmission projections,
-quality reference scans, precise alignment of emission
transmission data, and minimal noise (Table 4).17

ECG gating and attenuation correction provide syn-
stic and complementary information and should be

together for optimal diagnostic accuracy. Links
21 had readers interpret static images and then added
information from gating. Both sensitivity and nor-
cy improved progressively going from static (85%
54%, respectively) to uncorrected gated (78% and
, respectively) to static attenuation-corrected (93%
77%, respectively) to gated attenuation-corrected

ge sets (96% and 85%, respectively). Sensitivity was
highest for all 3 coronary territories for the combi-
on of gating and attenuation correction.
In a similar study Bateman et al22 performed a con-
us blinded read in 247 patients. The interpreters scored
d attenuation-corrected and gated non–attenuation-
ected images independently and without knowledge of
ther the images had undergone attenuation correction.
results showed that the attenuation-corrected studies

e associated with a significant improvement in both
ificity (64% to 86%) and normalcy (93% to 98%), with
hange in sensitivity.
Attenuation correction also performs well in obese
nonobese individuals. Several studies have sug-

ed that attenuation correction performs well in obese

le 4. Characteristics of high-quality attenuation

count density
imal or no truncation of transmission projections
-quality reference scans
ise registration of emission and transmission data
imal noise
ents and, unlike non–attenuation-corrected studies,
s not appear to have accuracy erode with increasing
y habitus.23-25 There are data to indicate that attenu-
n correction also enhances specificity and normalcy
onobese patients.

MAGE PROCESSING AND RECONSTRUCTION

cting Oblique Cardiac Axes

A critical step in cardiac SPECT reconstruction is
ction of the long axis of the left ventricle, which is

used for oblique angle reformatting to reorient the
t into 3 planes perpendicular to the long axis of the
ventricle to standardize LV display and analysis.
lity-control screens are available in all of the major
mercially available systems for review of the axes
cted for tomographic slice and polar map reconstruc-
.
The long axis of the left ventricle should be selected

the transaxial tomographic midventricular slice
ing the widest ventricular cavity and should bisect

apex and the valve plane. From this selection, the
ical long-axis (VLA) images are reoriented. Next, the

slice with the longest LV cavity is chosen, and a
dividing the cavity into anterior and posterior halves
rawn. From this, the short-axis and horizontal long-

slices are formed. Finally, on the midventricular
image, the user chooses the apex and base to be

in generating the polar perfusion maps. Care should
aken so that the axes selected bisect the apex and
e plane. The obliquity of the axes should be identical
stress and rest/redistribution images to guarantee
parison of the same areas of the myocardium.
If the long axis is selected incorrectly on either the
saxial or midventricular VLA slice, the geometry of
heart in reconstructed slices may be distorted and an
wall may be foreshortened, thus showing an artifac-
defect visually and on the polar map display. This
tly occurs in the basal myocardial segments at the
phery of the bull’s-eye map. In addition, the apex,
ch may show decreased count density as a result of
al thinning, will be displaced from the center of the
r map, causing an artifactual defect.
Long-axis selection is particularly difficult in hearts
large infarcts or distortion and in small hearts. In

ll hearts zooming in may aid accurate identification
e apex and midpoint of the valve plane by improving
alization of the heart’s landmarks. In the presence of
e severe apical infarcts, after the valve plane is
cted, a possible way to try to optimally bisect the

is by identifying the midpoint of the closest LV
ty to the apex. Another alternative is to extend the
drawn from the midpoint of the valve plane to
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llel the anterior and inferior walls; this is applicable
if these walls are parallel to each other, which may

be the case in distorted hearts. In all cases consis-
y between the stress and rest studies is very impor-
; this can be accomplished if the user applies these
hods with both the stress and rest images on the same
en.
Incorrect axis selection may be suspected if the LV
ty appears oblong rather than circular (except in
ents with extensive regional dysfunction resulting in
ty deformity), and the resultant defects usually do
correspond to a discrete vascular territory.

cting Cardiac Apex, Base, and Boundaries

For quantitative analysis and for ejection fraction
ulation on ECG-gated studies, a midventricular short-
slice is used to identify the outer limits of the radial-

ch boundaries and LV cavity center. The midventricu-
VLA and horizontal long-axis slices are used for
ement of the apical and basal slice selection at the
al valve plane.
Accurate and reproducible selection of apex and
is necessary in stress and rest studies. Positioning

limits for slice selection too far beyond the base or
will result in apparent perfusion defects. On the

r hand, slice limits that are too tight will not
rately sample the full extent of the myocardium and
result in underestimation of the size and extent of a

ct.

NORMALIZATION AND SCALING

Abdominal visceral activity may be increased in
e patients as a result of liver retention, duodenogas-
reflux (stomach uptake), small bowel uptake, or rapid
ll bowel transit (colon uptake). This increased activ-
causes problems by adding counts to the adjacent
rior wall as a result of scatter during acquisition, or it

actually overlap the myocardium, where it directly
s counts and has the potential to cause normalization
isplay problems that interfere with both visual and

ntitative analyses. SPECT images are normalized to
region of the field of view or the myocardium with
highest count density. If liver or other abdominal
eral activity is superimposed on or adjacent to the
rior wall or scatter adds counts to this area, images
be incorrectly normalized to this area, making other

ons of the heart appear count-deficient. Subsequent
al and quantitative analysis may incorrectly identify
cts remote from this area. For polar map reconstruc-
, it is sometimes necessary to exclude as much
ominal visceral activity as possible from regions used
image reconstruction. Several techniques are avail-
.26

hods of Image Normalization

There are 3 generally used methods for scaling or
alizing SPECT perfusion images: series, frame, and

iac.
Series or volume. Series normalization is the most
monly performed method. When it is used, the
est or maximum-intensity pixel or cluster of pixels in
entire reconstructed field or volume for the rest and
ss images is identified and set as the maximum
nsity. The assumption is made that this area will be
in the heart and represents the greatest blood flow.
ortunately, with Tl-201 and especially with the Tc-
–radiolabeled agents, the hottest areas are not always
e myocardium, and any of these hot areas outside the
cardium will cause downscaling of the intensity of

myocardium, not as a result of lack of blood flow but
use of inappropriate scaling. If the stress images are
nscaled and the rest images are not, the differential
nosis is between a normal study and severe multives-
disease. An example is shown in Figure 3A. The
cardium looks severely reduced.
Frame normalization. When the scaling problem
utside of the matched slices, frame normalization

be used to eliminate this problem. This method
tifies the hottest pixel or pixels on the aligned/

re 3. Examples of image normalization on representative
t-axis slice. A, Volume normalized; hot area underneath

yocardium to have low counts. B, Normalization to heart.
eart extracted from background.
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ched stress and rest images and sets each to the
imum intensity. It then looks at the next set of
ched slices and, independent of the prior set, resets
maximum for the rest and stress images. If the hottest
l is outside the matched slices, this method will
ectly scale the myocardium. When a noncardiac hot

is in the field for one of the matched slices, the
ing problem is not eliminated but is present only for
matched set, and the other matched sets without hot

cardiac activity will be appropriately scaled.
Cardiac normalization. Cardiac normalization is
best method for correctly normalizing the myocar-
. Software searches within the epicardial borders

ned for quantitative analysis to look for the maxi-
pixels. Scatter and overlap from liver and gastro-

stinal activity are still a problem, but hot areas
cent to the heart that cause problems with series and
e normalization are eliminated. This is shown in
re 3B. Not all software versions offer this option, but
n available, it is the method of choice.

rnative Methods of Image Normalization

Alternative methods to eliminate display and image
alization problems include narrowing the area of

nstruction, extracting the heart from the background
vity for display, and deleting focal hot spots.
Narrowing or cropping reconstruction area. Dur-
acquisition and processing, a large field of view and

a small field of view acquire areas outside the heart
can be eliminated during reconstruction by narrow-

the upper and lower vertical boundaries. A horizontal
is place above and below the heart on the projection

ges to include the smallest possible area adjacent to
heart but including the heart on every projection. This
s not eliminate scatter that has occurred during
isition but allows image display without scaling to a

pixel that is outside the heart.
Software extraction. If narrowing the boundaries

he reconstruction data does not eliminate hot spots
out truncation of the heart, workstation programs

w placement of a circular or manually drawn region
nd the myocardium and deletion of all of the
ground activity outside this region, thereby extract-
the heart from the background. This is shown in
re 3C. By eliminating all of the noncardiac back-
nd activity, a frame of reference to evaluate the
rity of defects is lost and structures such as the right

tricle may not be displayed. It is not recommended
studies be routinely extracted unless there are

ing problems on the display. Unfortunately, some
lities have the technologists perform extractions of
heart on all patients so that the matched perfusion
es and rotating projection images show only the
rt without visualization of sources of scatter and
rlap.
Software deletion. An alternative method is to
te the areas of subdiaphragmatic activity by manu-
placing an ROI around the hot areas and deleting
so that some background activity is present when

projection images and matched perfusion slices are
ewed. Care must be taken to be certain that the ROI
s not cut off the heart on some of the projections. This
hod may not be available on all software programs
takes longer to process because manual review of all
s is required.

l-a-Lesion

If all of the methods listed previously fail, some
rt to selection and individual scaling for each slice—
alled “dial-a-lesion.” With this approach, the inten-
of the images, usually in color, is lowered and then
eased until the same maximum color setting is
hed on a single area on the stress and rest images.
e readers will also truncate the background activity.
alternative method has been proposed whereby the
est area on the stress images is renormalized visually
pproximate the activity of that segment at rest. This
nique improved the detection of multivessel coro-

artery disease.27 Although these methods are at-
pts to overcome the lack of absolute blood flow
surements and the need to depend on relative flows,
e is an element of arbitrary normalization that is not
ly to be reproducible and has not been clinically
dated.

ECONSTRUCTION AND FILTERING ARTIFACTS

Image reconstruction is performed to initially gen-
e transaxial slice images of the heart from the raw
ection data.28 The reconstruction algorithm maps the
ribution of the radiotracer in the projection images to
te an image of the heart. Because of limited count
stics, a smoothing filter is also applied to reduce
-frequency noise and improve the overall image

lity.29,30 Certain features and artifacts may result
the reconstruction and filtering processes, and it is

ortant for the interpreting physician to be aware of
potential problems.

The most common image reconstruction method
in nuclear cardiology is the filtered backprojection

P) algorithm. This algorithm is computationally very
ient and consists of only 2 steps. First, the projection
are filtered: a smoothing filter and also a mathemat-
“ramp” filter are applied. The ramp filter is required
he algorithm to properly account for the data sam-
g of the projections. After the filtering step, the data
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backprojected through the image space, tracing rays
the projection pixels through the image voxels and

ming the angular contributions of all rays. Most
ware programs use this method because it is the least
nically demanding of the workstations and allows
d processing.
More recently, iterative image reconstruction algo-
s have become available on clinical nuclear medi-
workstations and offer some advantages over FBP

nstruction. As the name suggests, iterative algo-
s work by repeatedly comparing estimated projec-

s (generated from the current image estimate) to
actual raw projection data and adjusting the image

ate to account for the observed difference. In
ating this step, the image estimate converges toward
tter-quality image in face of the low count statistics.
ostfilter is often applied afterward to reduce image
e.
One possible image artifact affecting nuclear cardi-
y is often referred to as ramp filter artifact. Intense
acardiac activity that is adjacent to the heart may
r the observed myocardial uptake. During the filtering

of FBP, the area surrounding an intense region is
h reduced, such that negative values may be back-
ected.31 Figure 4 shows an example of a hot gall
der that is in the same transaxial slice as the
cardium. Streak artifacts and regions of abnormally
uptake are produced, significantly altering the myo-
ial distribution and giving the appearance of de-
sed blood flow when, in reality, it is normal. This is
n in Figure 5 during FBP. Thus the diagnosis of

emia may be made when, in reality, it is normal.
tive reconstruction can often minimize or eliminate
effect. Figure 6 compares images reconstructed via
and iterative reconstruction in the presence of an

nse gallbladder. The inferior wall counts are de-
sed with FBP reconstruction, due to ramp filter
act. The artifact is minimized, but not eliminated,
iterative reconstruction.

Ramp filter artifacts may be suspected when there is
extracardiac uptake close to the heart on the images.
ever, looking at the cropped reoriented images may

always identify the presence of the hot spot, as it has
cut off from above or below the heart or may be

ond the apex or base of the heart, which is not
layed. Hence, it is critical to review the raw projec-
images, as well as the transaxial views, to look for
ntial sources of ramp filter artifacts.
Other issues related to filtering and image quality
lve differences between rest and stress images. For
ple, a stress study may have significantly more

nts than a rest study, which is often the case for the
l-isotope Tl-201–Tc 99m protocol and the same-day
-dose/high-dose Tc-99m–Tc-99m protocol. The rest
ges appear noisier, and the physician must consider
different noise levels in distinguishing defects from
e fluctuations. Some guidelines recommend using
erent filter settings for the 2 studies to better optimize
ge appearance.32 In this situation the rest study is
othed more than the stress study and has reduced
ial resolution, which must be accounted for in the
rpretation.

GATED IMAGES

The quality of the gated images is affected by the
e factors as the nongated images. Unique to gated
ges are the artifacts produced by variation in the
iac cycle and the resulting variability in counts in the
cardium.
As with nongated SPECT, the first step in interpre-
n of gated perfusion images should be review of the
ting projection images for motion, sources of atten-
on, and so on. In addition, one should look for
shing” in the projection images, which is indicative
ejected beats (Figure 2). This occurs in the presence
arrhythmias or changes in heart rate during the
isition, with rejection of inordinately short or long
s and subsequent variation of count density in the
ection images. This in turn may lead to a falsely low
tion fraction and may appear as streak artifacts in the
ographic images.33

The magnitude of the gating problem may be veri-
by reviewing the quality-control curves, which are

l counts per projection curves for each of the gated
es. If there are no gating errors, all 8 projection
es (or 16 in 16-frame gating) should superimpose
ly perfectly.34 On some computer systems, a statis-

re 4. Anterior projection image showing an intense intra-
tic gallbladder that is capable of causing a ramp filter
act.
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l description of the R-R interval in the form of a
ogram can be analyzed to identify potential gating
acts.
The next step in quantitative interpretation is assess-
t of the accuracy and correction, if needed, of the
cted apex, valve plane, and epicardial and endocar-

Figure 5. Transaxial slices of study from Figure 4
image on the left (A) was reconstructed using filte
(B) was reconstructed using interactive reconstruc

Figure 6. Example of FBP and iterative (Iter) meth
Figure 4. The inferior wall defect is less pronounc
Post, posterior; ant, Anterior.
borders.35 In cases of severe hypoperfusion, 2
niques have been developed: the regional image
ancement technique36 and saturation of the color/gray
e so as to allocate the entire scale range to the
est-activity portion of the image.37

Finally, it is important to ensure that the reported

ng streaking from ramp filter artifact. The
k projection, while the image on the right

SPECT reconstruction in the patient from
h the iterative method. Horiz, Horizontal;
showi
red bac
tion.
ods for
ed wit
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mes and ejection fraction values are in the physio-
c range and are consistent with the visual impression
ided by the cinematic playback of the tomographic
s.

CONCLUSION

Several quality-control measures take place before
ient and camera preparation) and during SPECT
isition to achieve high-quality images. Not uncom-
ly, technologists and physicians are left with subop-
l images that have to be addressed to reach the “right
er” for patient diagnosis and hence management. In

y cases patients may be reimaged, especially if the
lem is detected early, but in other cases either the

ent has left the nuclear laboratory or there is an
itable problem that, even with reimaging, will not be
lved. In these situations the technologist and physi-
have to seek the available techniques to obtain the
images possible. These resources are discussed in
issue as an aid in quality control to obtain the best
ible images.
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